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The last years has been marked by a decrease in the trust in traditional media. Fake 
news has gained a major role in politics. Post-truth was the word of the year in the 
Oxford Dictionary in 2016. The audience is tired of click-baits on Facebook. 
 
Throughout 2016 and 2017 Dagbladet.no has tried to do something with the 
situation. Our project Reader Critics has gone from idea to implementation in a 
record time, and had impressive results. Every day the project helps correct 
mistakes, reveal misconceptions and highlight articles. Every day Reader Critics 
makes the web a bit better.  
 
Our goal with this stand-alone application was to regain the trust and transparency 
on the traditional online media. In its first year the application received 17.000 reports 
about errors in our articles – now we have stopped counting. Unlike in an open 
comment section 99,9 of the feedback is substantial.  
 
The project seeks to solve a problem that stems from a clash of cultures between the 
old-school walled garden journalism and the open collaborative content creation we 
find in new-school online media. 
 
Earlier articles were written, published and stayed like that until the end of time. Little 
to none were done to let the readers adjust and improve. 
 
We have built an application for the readers to help us identify and correct mistakes. 
The application is available for other publications to use on their sites. It has an Open 
Source licence and does not need a tight integration with the CMS. 
 
Reader Critics let the reader open the article in a new window where each paragraph 
is an element where the reader then can open a form and give direct feedback. The 
reader then submits the feedback signed or anonymously. This method forces the 
focus of the feedback down to the error at hand and increases the precision of the 
feedback. Traditional comments never worked like that.  
 
When the feedback is submitted it is sent in a structured form directly to the 
journalist. By increasing the precision, it helps the journalist to find the error and 
correct it.  
 
Dagbladet has a long history with a comments section in each article. It ended up to 
be all together removed in 2016. We are however positively surprised of the lack of 
trolling received through Reader Critics. In the early test phases, there were only 
constructive and valuable contributions, and put in full production the amount of 
negative or poor-quality feedback is vanishingly small. 
 
The overall goal with this tool is to change the editorial culture towards openness, 
transparency and a humble attitude to readers and facts. The system learns 
reporters and editors to write less errors and less biased. It also helps discover false 
sources, viral hoaxes and clickbait. 
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The feedback from the readers about the application itself have been utterly positive, 
however we can still see a scepticism from the readers if the journalists are going to 
do something to fix the mistakes. This has been received in a form from the users 
after they have submitted the feedback to the articles. Here they also have praised 
the service with feedback like:  

• “I dig this tool! It’s very easy to use, making the threshold for sending feedback 
much lower! :-) Cool to actually be able to do something about those irritating 
typos without sending 3000 emails.” 

• “A very good tool which I am sure all quibblers will like :) Easy to use. Great!” 
• I LOVE THIS TOOL! I can't complain about anything as it is right now. Having 

a form for each paragraph and placed together makes it easy to give 
feedback. 

The response from the journalists are also very positive. From firstly being sceptical 
about the system being a new channel for the readers to insult the journalists, they 
are reporting on 90% being quick fixes to the text like spelling or simple errors and 
the rest being actual info that they can use to either do a follow-up or build on the 
initial story. Their main concern is that many readers wish to leave feedback 
anonymous which makes it impossible for the journalist to make follow-up questions 
to a vast amount of the readers remarks. This however has proven to be a balance 
between amount of feedback we can collect as the users seems to respond positive 
to not attaching personal information when submitting.  

You can test the application by clicking ”Rapporter feil i artikkelen” at the bottom of 
most articles on Dagbladet.no (or use this url to a safe test article http://reader-
critics.prod.medialaben.no/fb/https://www.dagbladet.no/nyheter/en-tittel-for-
leserkritikk/68805593 - this is the original article: 
https://www.dagbladet.no/nyheter/en-tittel-for-leserkritikk/68805593 ). Here you click 
on each text-element to open up the form. Change the text or add a comment or an 
Url. When feedback is written and submitted an email is being sent directly to the 
journalist with specific information to where in the text the error can be found with the 
comment about it. The journalist can then access the CMS directly with a link in the 
email and fix the error from their cell phone if they have left their shift. 
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Example of email sent to the journalist. 

Over the last months we have been working hard on releasing our new version on a 
Open Source platform, more robust and in a shape that makes it possible to continue 
the development of the platform. It is released here 
https://github.com/dbmedialab/reader-critics/ and available for all to download and 
implement on their site.  

This project has received support from Google and its DNI fund to help lifting it to the 
rest of the industry. 

Dagbladet.no Reader Critics deserves the award because no other online newspaper 
contributed so specific in raising quality online and strengthen a culture under fire 
through innovation last year. 
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Example of a text element – here the title – opened up for giving feedback. 

 

 


